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Origins
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Since 1993, Naturtex has been designing and 
manufacturing fabrics and carpets, combining 

harmoniously tradition and innovation.

In order to innovate and create new and 
extraordinary products, Naturtex is constantly 
evolving, experimenting with new materials 

and technologies.

We offer our custom fit service, as the best 
way to collaborate closely with architects and 

interior designers to make their ideas and 
projects a reality.



Collections
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Our fabrics and rugs collections are made with 
a wide variety of natural materials such as sisal, 

jute, abaca as well as leather and metals.

We combine tradition and craftsmanship with the 
latest technologies to develop our collections and 

meet any project’s needs.



Curve sisal shows a very 
contemporary design, as it is 
manufactured by stitching sisal 
ropes which can be made in 
custom sizes even combining 
different sisal natural colors.

CURVE ROPE COLLECTION
100% SISAL RUGS



DIAMOND OUT COLLECTION
100% 0UTDOOR POLYESTER

DIAMOND COLLECTION
OUTDOOR RUGS



High quality natural sisal 
rug. It’s tight texture has been 
designed so that the rug or 
carpet covers the area in a 
warm and discreet way. The 
possibility of customizing 
the rug by choosing a border 
makes this rug the perfect 
choice for any interior design 
style.

IBIZA COLLECTION
100% SISAL RUGS



CIRCUS COLLECTION
CUSTOM RUGS

Circus is manufactured by stitching leather 
effect braids together. You can make your 
own combination choosing to go for a tone 
to tone effect or creating a bigger contrast 
between colors. 



Natural fabrics with high 
quality raw materials like 
raffia, cotton, linen, jute, 
wood fibers.

1. FABRIC A-1331
2. FABRIC A-1362
3. FABRIC E-2358



LEATHER FABRICS

1. FABRIC A-1539
2. FABRIC A-2474
3. FABRIC A-2776
4. FABRIC A-2895

100% Leather fabrics with different 
textile structures for all your high end 
interiors.



100% metal fabrics or 
combined with other fibers 
our metal collections will 
help you propose unique and 
original decorations.

1. FABRIC A-1518
2. FABRIC A-2201
3. FABRIC A-1255



Projects
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Our wide range of collections give us the 
opportunity to collaborate in different projects 
in many fields: residential, contract, and others, 
always giving custom solutions that will fulfill our 

customers’ needs. 

HOTEL EIFFEL BLOMET
FABRIC E-2358



RESTAURANTE AMAZÓNICO
FABRIC A-2296

HOTEL CUBANITO
FABRIC A-556



DIAMOND OUT COLLECTION
100% 0UTDOOR POLYESTER

HOTEL ME MIAMI
FABRIC A-1518

HOTEL MONTESOL IBIZA
FABRIC A-1398



Custom fit
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At Naturtex we offer the possibility of developing 
exclusive products for any project, collaborating 

with architects and interior designers.

We have the flexibility that it takes to adapt to 
the needs of our costumers, and we are always 

ready to accept new challenges.



Gutiérrez de Cárdenas 36,
03330 Crevillente-Spain

+34 965 400 111
www.naturtex.es


